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Fringe Festival shows



A.L.Ex*
LAN server 

(plugging extra components)

User interface  
(visualisation)

Dialogue system  
(turn taking)

Recurrent Neural Network  
(text generation)

Remote control 
(visualisation, camera)

Physical avatar  
(stage partner)

*Artificial Language Experiment

Speech 
recognition

Text-to- 
speech



Fixed GloVe  
embeddings 
(250k)

LSTM layer 
(512 units)

Topic model

space, toys, 
hero, Disneyto infinity and beyond right on target—

right on target !
Word  
projection  
(50k)

Recurrent Neural Network 
[Schmidhuber & Hochreiter (1997) “Long-Short Term Memory”; 
Vinyals (2015) “A Neural Conversational Model” 2015]



Additional inputs: topic models  
enabling the chatbot to stay on topic

• Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) with 64 topics 

• Computed per movie 
at training time 

• Computed in real-time 
during improvisation 

• Extra input 
to “stay on topic”

[Mirowski et al. (2010) “Feature-Rich Continuous Language Models for Speech Recognition”, SLT]

Topic 62:
vaccine
tox
hodgins  
e.r.  
rayna  
bp  
ct  
serum  
mri  
cdc  
biopsy  
karev  
surgeries  
abdominal  
scalpel 

Topic 46:
solar  
galaxy
nasa
s.h.i.e.l.d.
orbit
nadia
galaxies
sonic
reactor
asteroid
kraang
activate
satellites
tardis
spaceship

Topic 21:
samurai
sensei
yakuza
naruto
angelina
yoko
honda
shinichi
yamato
kato
kimura
kyoto
yamamoto
shogun
jutsu

Topic 6:
homicide
defendant
prosecutor
nypd
forensics
unsure
callen
weeks
dci
ween
css
chi
annalise
priors
provenza



Dataset: corpus of film dialogue

• OpenSubtitles 
http://www.opensubtitles.org 
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/OpenSubtitles.php 

• 100k movies (1902-2016) 

• 880M word tokens 

• Improv actors work from a 
huge selection of scripts  
[Martin, Harrison & Riedl (2016) “Improvisational 
Computational Storytelling in Open Worlds”, ICIDS]

http://www.opensubtitles.org
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/OpenSubtitles.php


Search query auto-completion

• Simply suggest the most obvious (relevant) query given the context: 
query prefix, location, time of day, day of year, previous searches… 

• Improvisers: listen to cues to extend the context! 
(explicit) characters, story, reincorporation of past facts… 
(implicit) body language, theory of mind…

improv games 
improv classes london 
improv everywhere 
improv comedy

impossible quizz 
impetigo 
imperial war museum 
imperial college london

instagram 
itv player 
indeed 
iplayer

imp improv i 



Avoiding the uncanny valley
(c) Wikipedia / Smurrayinchester

[Image credit:  
www.ez-robot.com] 

Justification and grounding  
of the dialogue

Comedy narrative



Experiment: AI vs. Wizard-of-Oz
User interface  

(visualisation)

Dialogue system  
(turn taking)

Recurrent Neural Network  
(text generation)

Physical avatar  
(stage partner)

Speech 
recognition

Text-to- 
speech

Wizard-of-Oz illusion 
(human controlling the chatbot) 

Photograph (c) Metro-Goldwin Mayer



Turing tests on improv audience

• Suspension of disbelief 
Trust in the performance 

• High expectations of conversational AI 

• [Alex Garland (Ex Machina), Luba Elliott at the Photographers’ Gallery, etc…]

Test #1 
Compare AI vs Wizard-of-Oz improv 
(Camden Fringe Festival, 31 July & 1 August 2017) 

First, explain the Turing test to the audience. 

Most audience members guessed the AI right

Test #2 
Deceive the audience into thinking that an 
AI is performing (Wizard-of-Oz illusion)  
(Edinburgh Fringe Festival, 21-26 August 2017) 

Turing test explained only after the scene. 

50% of audience members did not guess 
that a human was performing



A.L.Ex: an exercise in justification

• Justification game: “real-time dynamic problem solving”. 

• Improvisers need to (observe, repair, accept) divergences.  
[Magerko et al (2009) “An Empirical Study of Cognition and Theatrical Improvisation”, C&C] 

• Great improvisors should be able to improvise with anyone,  
or anything. 

• Improv is about positivity, acceptance, and making your stage 
partner the star of the show…



Demo and backup videos ;-D

https://youtu.be/SO7kwfTkau8

https://youtu.be/SO7kwfTkau8


Demo and backup videos ;-D
https://youtu.be/HGIFSx_Y54U

https://youtu.be/HGIFSx_Y54U


Technology as a creative constraint

“Sunspring” (2016) 
Ross Goodwin (rossgoodwin.com), Oscar Sharp 

[http://arstechnica.com/the-multiverse/2016/06/an-ai-wrote-this-movie-and-its-strangely-moving/]

Acting and directing  
a nonsensical, RNN-generated script

“Beyond the Fence” (2016)  
Benjamin Till, Nathan Taylor, Alex Davies 

Photograph: Tristram Kenton for the Guardian

Data science and RNN lyrics generation,  
followed by human curation and 

interpretation in a musical comedy



Technology as a creative constraint

“Yes Android” (2017) 
Etan Muskat, Kory Mathewson 

Bad Dog Theatre Company

Off-the-shelf chatbot giving lines 
to human improvisers

“GlassProv” (2014) 
Baratunde Thurston, Will Luera, Scott Greenwald 

MIT Director’s Fellows, Improv Boston, Big Bang Improv

Getting audience suggestions  
using AR glasses



AI narratives with a human in the loop

“Siri” (2017) 
Laurence Dauphinais 

Photograph: Centre du Théâtre d’Aujourd’hui

Actress interacting with a smartphone

@botnikstudios (2015) 
Jamie Brew

Writing stories with auto-complete



Thank you!
Alessia Pannese  

Lana Cuthbertson  
Luba Elliott 

John Agapiou 
Stephen Davidson  

Roisin Rae 
Adam Megido  
Arfie Mansfield 
Stuart Moses 

Charles Sabourdin  
Katy Schutte 
Holly Bartolo 
UK ImproFest  

Hoopla 
Devoxx  

Tristan Bates Theatre 
Curious Comedy Theatre 

theSpaceUK  
Rapid Fire Theatre

http://humanmachine.live 
piotr.mirowski@computer.org  

korymath@gmail.com 
@PiotrImprov, @korymath

Improvised Comedy as a Turing Test

More details: Mathewson, K., & Mirowski, P. (2017).  
Improvised Theatre Alongside Artificial Intelligences in AAAI AIIDE. 

http://humanmachine.live
mailto:piotr.mirowski@computer.org
mailto:korymath@gmail.com
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.08819


ELIZA

Joseph 
Weinzenbaum 

(1966) 
Photo (c) www.masswerk.at



Exquisite corpses

André Breton, Yves Tanguy, Jacqueline Lamba

Game played by the Surrealists, ca 1925 
(Yves Tanguy, Marcel Duchamp,  
Jacques Prévert, etc…)  
 
“Le cadavre exquis boira le vin nouveau”



Antithesis: 
Konstantin Stanislavski 

(1863-1938) 
and the actor’s System

Stanislavski (far left) in The Lower Depths  
at The Moscow Art Theatre,1902 

[Credit: Stanislavski Centre/ArenaPal, BBC] 

Diagram of Stanislavski's 'system', based on his "Plan of Experiencing" (1935)
[Credit: Wikimedia Commons] 



[Credit: Jean Benedetti (2008) “Stanislavski: 
An Introduction”, Bloomsbury]

Determine Given Circumstances: 
Where, when, who, what, why, 
obstacle, how (to overcome obstacle)

Research the context of the play 
and of its characters: original text, 
facts, social conventions…

Rely on intellect 
to understand the character

Practice physical characterisations 
of the character to acquire reflexes 
(e.g., animal work)

Each line of the script is actioned, 
actor “does” something to others  

(how to get what one wants) 

Draw on memory and experience  
to give emotional depth to play

Determine the units of the script 
with their own objectives  
(what the character wants)

Aim towards 
super-objective  

of the character and of the play

Create a “third being” 
character creation  

as self-transformation



Reviews
• “I would not do it"  

(Colin Mochrie) 

• "A transatlantic improv show with humans 
and AIs on both sides! Truly, The Comedy of 
(Speech Recognition) Errors."  
(@KaiLashArul) 

• “The most fascinating aspect ... is that 
despite the characters being make believe, 
the technology behind this show is genuine.” 
(viewsfromthegods.co.uk) 

• "Comedians to Watch in 2017" 
(@ThePhoenixRemix)

“has some genuinely innovative ideas that utilise 
the idea of international scientific collaboration 
and use it to produce a not-particularly-funny 
but endearing production” 
(thereviewshub.com)

Oliver Moody, The Sunday Times, 11 March 2017


